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A Brief History

An empty room did not exist.
The plain was wide and far.

Its attic was filled with stars.
The forest was full of clothes.

We had to eat and so did they.
Teeth were cruel and so were we.

We made our own teeth that tore.
Sharpened stone flew like thought.

We ate until the bone was hollow.
Then we made a flute.

We called the wind and the dead.
The dead slept curled in the wind.

An empty room did not exist.
Then we built a box.

And caught the empty wind
and sailed to all the shores.

Some were slaves, hanged or whipped.
Some wore gold and owned the world.

Now an empty room is all around.
But the dead are nowhere found.
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Hitchhiker 

December. A warm evening as I sit 
on a slight slope in a vacant lot 
in Albuquerque, alone and lonely 
as James Wright ever was, though 
Minnesota would be colder. 
East are the Sandia mountains 
unconquerable, burnished with 
a copper glow from the low sun. 

Mine is a generation burned out on war, 
those years of my country killing 
peasants in Viet Nam: the voices of 
that decade, Morrison, Joplin, Hendrix—
gone, and poor crazy Syd Barrett 
exploring life as a ghost of himself. 

In this land old with fossil and bone, 
in that light slanting down the eons, 
dusk comes, and a wall of stars 
blinks on, once the signal fires of myths 
now as distant as the stars.

I let go a long sigh . . . 
almost a whistle but no one to hear. 
Who can call anyone home?
All directions are equal—and
in a country without equality, equally lost.
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St. Paul Blues

I walk the evening alone, 
the city I’ve grown accustomed to. 

Windows shine from within the houses,
lights like lemons.

The river of commerce is a long shadow 
of barges weighted with dusk.

It is a warm summer evening. 
It could be sweet and dear 

but the grass is a many-bladed assassination 
and the doors to the moon are all far. 
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How I Misheard Led Zeppelin’s  
Immigrant Song:

So now you better stop 
reaping all your ruin, 
peace and justice will win the day 
despite all your looting!
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The Red Wheelbarrow After Foreclosure

So much once depended upon 
the rusty wheelbarrow 
now leaking rainwater, 
beside the white chicken bones 
where the weasel left them, 
and the porch window cracked 
from the collapsing roof . . . 
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Clinton’s Crime Solution

It is an efficient equation!
 
Bill Clinton in the Oval Office: 
“I love this rug!” Under which 
he swept the despairs of poverty.
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Question

American Family Mortgage Inc. 
cleaned out the house for the bank. 
“Business is good,” he said, “but 
no idea where the family went.” 

I wonder: who does he consider is 
the American family? The one 
evicted, a single mother, her three children, 
their voices no longer filling the rooms?
No one is home. Nor does the bank 
care what the weather does 
when the homeless scan the sky.
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For Lorca

Dawn was silver ice.
The executioners came to begin the day.

“Yesterday all the past,” Auden said. 
“The time is short.” 

Pale light brightens. 
Glorious Granada! 
A sleeping flower, 
a transforming sky. 

Despertando recuerdos y horas malas.
Spain opens its doors. 

Shots ring out.
Fish on the moon leap!
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Chile, 1973 

Flaming they came to arrest you, Allende, 
and they carried with them the old evils: 
spite sharp in the clip of their boots,
hatred a red speck of steel in their eyes,
tyranny a rifle butt, brutal syllable.

People were beaten and shot. The day’s 
invisible moon moved against the dead.

Neruda. Pablo. Your country ablaze!
Your home ransacked. Your writings 
scattered like trash by illiterate thugs.

Damaged skies, smashed doors, useless hands.
Children made bitter at age seven.

In the streets, a clown dressed in broken glass 
danced upon ruins, screaming 
a furious tongue of cold laughter. 
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Mr. Barrelmaker’s History
(whose barrel is too small)

1. (patriotism)

He fights the cold war, now that America
believes it has won, but within our shores 
the cold remains, that windy room of the street.

Only Germans from Ukraine who died 
by Stalin’s hand deserve his rage, only 
his ancestors, not those Jews Hitler 
dispatched, whose deaths he explains as 
“blood washes blood,” because Stalin’s Jews, 
he says, killed German Russians first.

Old Testament Talion Law I guess. The old God 
lives, he says, though the chosen people 
be chosen to die. And those two million 
we made dead in Viet Nam, who were they? 
Or Kissinger’s dead of Indonesia? Or 
Monroe’s plantation, South America?
 
His outrage doesn’t rage that far, nor find 
his fellow Americans who died killing others 
on foreign soil—in that war in Iraq he salutes 
while insisting we kiss America’s ground—
though I wonder, would he kiss their graves—
and then sing their praise?
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2. (what my grandfather said)

My German grandfather’s father left his land 
for this one to escape the Kaiser’s conscription. 
But then drifted loose that poisonous lung-burning gas, 
that yellow-green ghost of an Apocalyptic horse, 
and the Kaiser and the Tzar tore their nations apart
in that other war before Hitler outlawed breath. 
My grandfather fought the Kaiser his father feared. 

And later said to me about Viet Nam: 
“I wouldn’t fight in that god-damned dirty war!”

My German grandfather Schmidt was no fool,
and could think for himself, no scarecrow 
stuck together from rags of old glory, 
but a gardener who knew the roots of earth 
and cared nothing for nations. My grandfather 
would look Mr. Barrelmaker straight in the eye, 
shake his head and walk away.

3. (our nation)

And now
we need here freedom from our own
Caesars and Kings, who begin perpetual wars 
of blood for oil, which Mr. Barrelmaker 
in good lockstep style salutes, and calls 
Abu Ghraib a summer camp, our torture 
more pleasant than Stalin’s. Answer me this: 
Master über Patriot! Why is your land of injustice 
so far away and why do you ignore the torture 
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your own nation inflicts, this land of the free 
and the brave enduring perennial poor—why 
do only Germans from Russia count, and not 
my grandfather, those born from the ground 
you walk, or anyone born in this world, us all?


